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NEW DEGENERATED POLYNOMIALS ARISING FROM NON-CLASSICAL UMBRAL
CALCULUS
ORLI HERSCOVICI AND TOUFIK MANSOUR
ABSTRACT. We introduce new generalizations of the Bernoulli, Euler, and Genocchi polynomials and numbers
based on the Carlitz-Tsallis degenerate exponential function and concepts of the Umbral Calculus associated
with it. Also, we present generalizations of some familiar identities and connection between these kinds of
Bernoulli, Euler, and Genocchi polynomials. Moreover, we establish a new analogue of the Euler identity for
the degenerate Bernoulli numbers.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Bernoulli, Euler, and Genocchi numbers and polynomials are closely connected to each other [7].
Their study attracts attention of many researchers (see [3, 8, 10, 13] and reference therein). Besides the
classical versions there exist their different q-analogues and parameterized versions [1, 2, 8, 13]. The de-
generate versions of the Bernoulli and Euler numbers were defined and studied by Carlitz. They are based
on a degenerate exponential function eλ,µ(t) = (1+λt)
µ. In this way the degenerate Bernoulli numbers of
Carlitz are defined by a generating function
t
(1+λt)µ− 1
=
∞
∑
n=0
βn(λ)
tn
n!
,(1.1)
with condition λµ= 1. Degenerate versions of the Bernoulli, Euler, and Genocchi polynomials were studied
by different researchers (see [9, 15] and references therein). The umbral calculus was one of the methods
used for study of these polynomials. However, those degenerate polynomials were defined in terms of
versions exponential functions with classical additive property and studied by techniques of the classical
umbral calculus. For example, the degenerate Bernoulli polynomials studied in [15] are defined as
t
(1+λt)
1
λ − 1)
(1+λt)
x
λ =
∞
∑
n=0
βn(λ,x)
tn
n!
,(1.2)
where the degenerate Bernoulli numbers are evaluated, as usually, as βn(λ) = βn(λ,0). In this work we de-
fine a new degenerate Bernoulli, Euler, and Genocchi polynomials and numbers and study them by applying
non-classical umbral calculus. They are based on degenerated, or, in other words, deformed exponential
function that their additive property is deformed too. Our results generalize many of well known identities
for classical case. Moreover, we bring a new analogue of the Euler identity for the Bernoulli numbers and
establish connections between degenerate versions of the Bernoulli, Euler, and Genocchi polynomials.
This paper is organized as following. We start from some definitions and useful theorems of umbral cal-
culus. Each one from the following three sections considers, respectively, the degenerate Bernoulli, Euler,
and Genocchi polynomials and numbers. The last section considers connections between these polynomials
and shows a way to find connections with other polynomials.
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2. BACKGROUND AND DEFINITIONS
Let us consider the umbral calculus associated with the deformed exponential function
eq(x) = (1+(1− q)x)
1
1−q ,(2.1)
defined by Carlitz in [6] with substitution λ = 1−q and by Tsallis in [14]. It is easy to see that this Carlitz-
Tsallis exponential function (2.1) is an eigenfunction of the operator Dq;x ≡ (1+(1− q)x)
d
dx
, where d/dx
is the ordinary Newton’s derivative. This exponential function has the following extension as formal power
series (see [5]):
eq(x) = 1+
∞
∑
n=1
Qn−1(q)
xn
n!
,
where Qn(q) = 1 ·q(2q− 1) . . .(nq− (n− 1)). Let us define a sequence cn;q as following
cn;q =
{ n!
Qn−1(q)
, n≥ 1,
1, n= 0.
Therefore, by using this notation, we can write
eq(x) =
∞
∑
n=0
xn
cn;q
.(2.2)
Define x⊕q y = x+ y+(1− q)xy (see, Borges [4]) and (x+ y)
n
c = ∑
n
k=0
cn;q
ck;qcn−k;q
xkyn−k. Now we can state
the following Proposition.
Proposition 2.1. For any x,y ∈C it holds that
∞
∑
n=0
(xt⊕q yt)
n
cn;q
=
∞
∑
n=0
(x+ y)nc
tn
cn;q
.
Proof. It follows from (2.2) that
eq(xt)eq(yt) =
∞
∑
n=0
xntn
cn;q
·
∞
∑
k=0
yktk
ck;q
=
∞
∑
n=0
n
∑
k=0
cn;q
ck;qcn−k;q
xkyn−k
tn
cn;q
=
∞
∑
n=0
(x+ y)nc
tn
cn;q
= eq((x+ y)ct),(2.3)
From another side we have
eq(xt)eq(yt) = (1+(1− q)xt)
1
1−q (1+(1− q)yt)
1
1−q =
(
1+(1− q)(xt+ yt+(1− q)xyt2)
) 1
1−q
= eq(xt⊕q yt) =
∞
∑
n=0
(xt⊕q yt)
n
cn;q
,(2.4)
Therefore, by comparing (2.3) with (2.4), we obtain that eq(xt⊕q yt) = eq((x+ y)ct), or, in more detailed
notation,
∞
∑
n=0
(xt⊕q yt)
n
cn;q
=
∞
∑
n=0
(x+ y)nc
tn
cn;q
,
which completes the proof. 
From here and on we will define
(
n
k
)
c;q
=
cn;q
ck;qcn−k;q
. Clearly, (x+ y)nc = ∑
n
k=0
(
n
k
)
c;q
xkyn−k.
Let P be the algebra of polynomials in a single variable x over the field C and P∗ be the vector space
of all linear functionals on P. The notation 〈L|p(x)〉 denotes the action of a linear functional L on a poly-
nomial p(x), and the vector space operations on P∗ are defined by 〈α1L1+α2L2|p(x)〉 = α1 〈L1|p(x)〉+
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α2 〈L2|p(x)〉 for any constants α1,α2 ∈ C. Let F denote the algebra of formal power series in a single
variable t over the field C:
F =
{
f (t) = ∑
k≥0
ak
tk
ck;q
∣∣∣ ak ∈ C
}
.
The formal power series f (t) defines a linear functional on P by setting
(2.5) 〈 f (t)|xn〉= cn;qan, ∀n≥ 0,
and in particular
〈
tk|xn
〉
= cn;qδn,k, for all n,k ≥ 0, where δn,k is the Kronecker delta function.
Let fL(t) = ∑k≥0
〈L|xk〉
ck;q
tk, then we get 〈 fL(t)|x
n〉 = 〈L|xn〉. Thus the map L 7→ FL(t) is a vector space
isomorphism from P∗ onto F . Henceforth, F denotes both the algebra of formal power series in t and
the vector space of all linear functionals in P (see [11]), so that F is an umbral algebra, and the umbral
calculus is the study of the umbral calculus. Note that the umbral calculus considered here is non-classical
because it is associated with the sequence cn;q instead of classical n!. From (2.2)-(2.5) one can easily see
that
〈
eq(yt)|x
n
〉
= yn and, respectively,
〈
eq(yt)|(p(x)
〉
= p(y). For all f (t) ∈ F and for all polynomials
p(x) ∈ P we have
f (t) = ∑
k≥0
〈
f (t)|xk
〉
ck;q
tk and p(x) = ∑
k≥0
〈
tk|p(x)
〉
ck;q
xk.
For f1(t), . . . , fm(t) ∈ F , we have (see [11, 12])
〈 f1(t) · · · fm(t)|x
n〉= ∑
i1+···+im=n
i j≥0
cn;q
ci1;q · · ·cim;q
〈
f1(t)|x
i1
〉
· · ·
〈
fm(t)|x
im
〉
.
Let us define a linear operator Dcq;t as following
Dcq;tt
n =
{
cn;q
cn−1;q
tn−1, for integer n≥ 1,
0, n= 0.
Therefore for any polynomial p(x) = ∑nj=0a jx
j we have
〈
tk|p(x)
〉
= ck;qak = D
k
cq;x
p(0), and, in particular,〈
t0|p(x)
〉
= p(0).
For any f (t) ∈ F the linear operator f (t) on F is defined by (see [11]) f (t)xn = ∑nk=0
cn;q
ck;qcn−k;q
akx
n−k,
which leads to
tkxn =
{
cn;q
cn−k;q
xn−k, for integer n≥ k,
0, n< k.
(2.6)
For f (t),g(t) ∈ F , it holds that 〈 f (t)g(t)|p(x)〉= 〈g(t)| f (t)p(x)〉= 〈 f (t)|g(t)p(x)〉. The degree of f (t)
(denoted by o( f (t))) is the smallest k such that tk does not vanish. If o( f (t)) = 0 then the series f (t)
is called invertible and has a multiplicative inverse denoted by f−1(t) or 1/ f (t). If o( f (t)) = 1 then the
series f (t) is called delta series and has a compositional inverse f¯ (t) satisfying f ( f¯ (t)) = f¯ ( f (t)) = t.
For a delta series f (t) ∈ F and an invertible series g(t) ∈ F we say that a polynomial sequence sn(x) is a
Sheffer sequence for the pair (g(t), f (t)) and denote it by sn(x)∼ (g(t), f (t)) if for all n,k ≥ 0 it holds that〈
g(t) f (t)k|sn(x)
〉
= cn;qδn,k. Thus, sn(x)∼ (g(t), f (t)) if and only if
1
g( f¯ (t))
eq(y f¯ (t)) =
∞
∑
n=0
sn(y)
cn;q
tn,(2.7)
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for all y ∈C (see [12]). The following statements are equivalent
sn(x)∼ (g(t), f (t)),
g(t)sn(x)∼ (1, f (t)),
f (t)sn(x) =
cn;q
cn−1;q
sn−1(x).
(2.8)
Moreover, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 2.2. Let sn(x)∼ (g(t), f (t)). Then
(i) for any polynomial p(x), p(x) = ∑∞n=0
〈g(t) f (t)n|p(x)〉
cn;q
sn(x) (Polynomial Expansion, Theorem 6.2.3
in [12]);
(ii) sn(x) = ∑
n
k=0
〈g( f¯ (t))−1 f¯ (t)k |xn〉
ck;q
xk (Conjugate Representation, Theorem 6.2.5 in [12]);
Moreover, a sequence sn(x)∼ (g(t), f (t)) for some invertible g(t), if and only if
eq(yt)sn(x) =
n
∑
k=0
cn;q
ck;qcn−k;q
pk(y)sn−k(x)
for all constants y, where p(x)∼ (1, f (t)) (The Sheffer Identity, Theorem 6.2.8 in [12]).
Moreover, if sn(x)∼ (g(t), t) then, from (2.7) we obtain
1
g(t)
xn = sn(x), or x
n = g(t)sn(x).(2.9)
Let us define now an inverse operator for operator Dcq;x as following
Icq;xx
n =
∫
xndcqx=
cn;q
cn+1;q
xn+1.(2.10)
Obviously, Icq;x(Dcq;xx
n) = Dcq;x(Icq;xx
n) = xn.
3. BERNOULLI POLYNOMIALS
Let us define degenerate Bernoulli polynomials Bn;q(x) and numbers Bn;q as
t
eq(t)− 1
eq(xt) =
∞
∑
n=0
Bn;q(x)
tn
cn;q
.(3.1)
t
eq(t)− 1
=
∞
∑
n=0
Bn;q
tn
cn;q
.(3.2)
The first few values of degenerate Bernoulli polynomials and numbers are listed in Table 1. Let us denote
n Bn;q(x) Bn;q
0 1 1
1 x− q
2
− q
2
2 x2− x+ 1
3
− q
6
1
3
− q
6
3
−4(2q−1)x3+6qx2+2(q−2)x+q2−3q+2
4(2q−1)
q2−3q+2
4(2q−1)
4
(6q2−7q+2)x4−2(2q2−q)x3−(q2−2)x2−(q2−3q+2)x− 130 (19q
3−76q2+94q−36)
(2q−1)(3q−2) −
19q3−76q2+94q−36
30(2q−1)(3q−2)
TABLE 1. Degenerate Bernoulli polynomials and numbers.
by Bq the umbra of the Bernoulli numbers sequence, that is,
t
eq(t)− 1
= eq(Bqt) =⇒ t = eq(Bqt)eq(t)− eq(Bqt).
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By applying (2.3), we have t = ∑∞n=0
(Bq+1)
n
ct
n
cn;q
−∑∞n=0
Bn;qt
n
cn;q
. Thus, (Bq + 1)
n
c −Bn;q = δ1,n, which is a
generalization of a well-known identity for the classical Bernoulli numbers. From (3.1) we obtain,
∞
∑
n=0
Bn;q(x)
tn
cn;q
=
t
eq(t)− 1
eq(xt) =
∞
∑
n=0
Bn;q
tn
cn;q
·
∞
∑
k=0
tkxk
ck;q
=
∞
∑
n=0
n
∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
c;q
Bk;qx
n−k t
n
cn;q
,
and, by extracting the coefficients of
tn
cn;q
, we get an analogue of the well known identity for the Bernoulli
polynomials.
Proposition 3.1. For all n ∈ N, the degenerated Bernoulli polynomials Bn;q(x) defined by (3.1) satisfy
Bn;q(x) =
n
∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
c;q
Bn−k;qx
k.
Moreover, for all n≥ 0 and x ∈ C, it holds that Bn;q(x) = (Bq+ x)
n
c and Bn;q(1)−Bn;q = δ1,n.
Note that the identity of the Proposition 3.1 can be obtained immediately from noticing that Bn;q(x) ∼
(
eq(t)−1
t
, t) and applying Theorem 2.2(ii). From (2.9), we obtain
t
eq(t)− 1
xk = Bk;q(x), or x
k =
eq(t)− 1
t
Bk;q(x).(3.3)
By applying (2.8), we get tBn;q(x) =
cn;q
cn−1;q
Bn−1;q(x).
Lemma 3.2. For any polynomial p(x) =
n
∑
k=0
akx
k ∈ P, it holds that〈
eq(yt)− 1
t
|p(x)
〉
=
∫ y
0
p(u)dcqu.
Proof. Let us consider the action of this linear functional on a monomial x j. From (2.2), we obtain〈
eq(yt)− 1
t
∣∣∣x j〉=〈eq(yt)− 1∣∣∣1
t
x j
〉
.(3.4)
The operator 1
t
is the inverse of the operator t defined as tx j =
c j;q
c j−1;q
x j−1. Therefore, by applying 1
t
to both
sides of this equation, we obtain x j = 1
t
c j;q
c j−1;q
x j−1 and, thus, 1
t
x j−1 =
c j−1;q
c j;q
x j. So by (3.4), we have〈
eq(yt)− 1
t
∣∣∣x j〉=〈eq(yt)− 1∣∣∣ c j;q
c j+1;q
x j+1
〉
=
c j;q
c j+1;q
y j+1 =
∫ y
0
x jdcqx.
By linearity, we complete the proof. 
By applying this Lemma to the polynomials Bn;q(x) and using (3.3), we obtain
∫ 1
0
Bn;q(u)dcqu=
〈
eq(t)− 1
t
∣∣∣Bn;q(x)〉 =〈1∣∣∣eq(t)− 1
t
Bn;q(x)
〉
= 〈1|xn〉=
〈
t0|xn
〉
= cn;qδn,0.(3.5)
From another side, by Proposition 3.1 we have
∫ 1
0
Bn;q(u)dcqu=
∫ 1
0
n
∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
c;q
Bn−k;qu
kdcqu=
n
∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
c;q
Bn−k;q
∫ 1
0
ukdcqu,(3.6)
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and, by using the definition (2.10), we obtain
∫ 1
0
Bn;q(u)dcqu=
n
∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
c;q
Bn−k;q
ck;q
ck+1;q
uk+1
∣∣∣1
0
=
n
∑
k=0
cn;q
ck+1;qcn−k;q
Bn−k;q
=
cn;q
cn+1;q
n
∑
k=0
(
n+ 1
k
)
c;q
Bk;q.(3.7)
Hence, by comparing (3.5) with (3.7) and bringing into consideration that c1;q = 1, we can state the follow-
ing result.
Proposition 3.3. For all integer n≥ 0, it holds that ∑nk=0
(
n+1
k
)
c;q
Bk;q = δn,0.
Remark 3.4. This Proposition brings another formulation and proof of the Corollary of the Proposition 3.1
at x= 1.
One of the very important aspects in the theory of orthogonal polynomials is a connection between
different kinds of polynomials. Let us consider the equation (3.3). It can be rewritten as
txk = (eq(t)− 1)Bk;q(x).(3.8)
Therefore, by (2.6), we obtain
ck;q
ck−1;q
xk−1 = eq(t)Bk;q(x)−Bk;q(x) =
k
∑
j=0
(
k
j
)
c;q
Bk;q(x)−Bk;q(x) =
k−1
∑
j=0
(
k
j
)
c;q
Bk;q(x).
Thus we can state the following result.
Proposition 3.5. For all integer n≥ 0 it holds that xn =
cn;q
cn+1;q
∑nk=0
(
n+1
k
)
c;q
Bk;q(x). Moreover, for all integer
n≥ 0, [xn]Bn;q(x) = 1.
Now, we are ready to present an analogue of the Euler identity for Bernoulli polynomials and numbers.
Theorem 3.6. For all integer n≥ 2, the degenerate Bernoulli polynomials defined by (3.1) satisfy
n
∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
c;q
Bk;q(x)Bn−k;q(y) =−(n− 1)Bn;q((x+ y)c)− nBn−1;q((x+ y)c)
(n− 1)− q(n− 2)
(n− 1)q− (n− 2)
+ B̂n;q((x+ y)c)+ (1− q)
cn;q
cn−1;q
B̂n−1;q((x+ y)c),(3.9)
where B̂n;q(u) = ∑
n
k=0
(
n
k
)
c;q
kBn−k;qu
k.
Proof. Let b(t) = t
eq(t)−1
. Therefore
b(t)2 = (1− qt)b(t)− (1+(1−q)t)tb′(t),(3.10)
where b′(t) = d
dt
b(t). By multiplying both sides by eq(xt)eq(yt) and replacing b
′(t)eq(ut) = (b(t)eq(ut))
′−
b(t)e′q(ut) in accordance with Leibniz rule, we obtain
b(t)2eq(xt)eq(yt) = (1− qt)b(t)eq((x+ y)ct)
− (t+(1− q)t2)
[
(b(t)eq((x+ y)ct))
′− b(t)e′q((x+ y)ct)
]
.(3.11)
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It follows that
∞
∑
n=0
n
∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
c;q
Bk;q(x)Bn−k;q(y)
tn
cn;q
= (1− qt)
∞
∑
n=0
Bn;q((x+ y)c)
tn
cn;q
− (t+(1− q)t2)
(
∞
∑
n=0
Bn;q((x+ y)c)
tn
cn;q
)′
+(t+(1− q)t2)
∞
∑
n=0
Bn;q
tn
cn;q
·
(
∞
∑
k=0
(x+ y)kc
tk
ck;q
)′
.(3.12)
After differentiating and applying the Cauchy product, one can extract the coefficients of t
n
cn;q
for n ≥ 2 as
follows.
n
∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
c;q
Bk;q(x)Bn−k;q(y) = Bn;q((x+ y)c)−
cn;q
cn−1;q
qBn−1;q((x+ y)c)
− nBn;q((x+ y)c)−
cn;q
cn−1;q
(1− q)(n− 1)Bn−1;q((x+ y)c)
+
n−1
∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
c;q
(n− k)Bk;q · (x+ y)
n−k
c
+
n−2
∑
k=0
(
n− 1
k
)
c;q
(n− k− 1)(1− q)Bk;q · (x+ y)
n−k−1
c
cn;q
cn−1;q
.(3.13)
Rearranging the summation indexes, denoting B̂n;q(u) = ∑
n
k=0
(
n
k
)
c;q
kBn−k;qu
k, and gathering the similar
terms complete the proof. 
An analogue of the Euler identity for the degenerate Bernoulli numbers follows immediately from the
previous Theorem by assuming x= y= 0 and noting that B̂n;q(0) = 0 for all integer n≥ 0.
Theorem 3.7. For all integer n≥ 2, the degenerate Bernoulli numbers defined by (3.2) satisfy
n
∑
k=1
(
n
k
)
c;q
Bk;qBn−k;q =−nBn;q− nBn−1;q
(n− 1)− q(n− 2)
(n− 1)q− (n− 2)
.
4. EULER POLYNOMIALS
Let us define degenerate Euler polynomials En;q(x) and values En;q = En;q(0) as
2
eq(t)+ 1
eq(xt) =
∞
∑
n=0
En;q(x)
tn
cn;q
,(4.1)
2
eq(t)+ 1
=
∞
∑
n=0
En;q
tn
cn;q
.(4.2)
The first five degenerate Euler polynomials and their special values are listed in Table 2. It is easy to see
that En;q(x)∼
(
eq(t)+1
2
, t
)
. Therefore, by (2.8), we obtain
tEn;q(x) =
cn;q
cn−1;q
En−1;q(x) and D
k
cq;x
En;q(x) =
cn;q
cn−k;q
En−k;q(x).
From (2.9), we have
2
eq(t)+ 1
xk = Ek;q(x), or x
k =
eq(t)+ 1
2
Ek;q(x).(4.3)
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n En;q(x) En;q
0 1 1
1 x− 1
2
− 1
2
2
2x2q−2x−q+1
2q
1−q
2q
3
(8q2−4q)x3−6qx2+(6−6q)x−4q2+8q−3
4q(2q−1)
−4q2+8q−3
4q(2q−1)
4
(12q3−14q2+4q)x4−(8q2−4q)x3−(6q2−6q)x2−(8q2−16q+6)x−6q3+18q2−15q+3
2q(2q−1)(3q−2)
−6q3+18q2−15q+3
2q(2q−1)(3q−2)
TABLE 2. Degenerate Euler polynomials and values.
Let us denote by Eq the umbra of the Euler values sequence, that is,
2
eq(t)+ 1
= eq(Eqt) =⇒ 2= eq(Eqt)eq(t)+ eq(Eqt).
By applying (2.3), we obtain 2 = ∑∞n=0
(Eq+1)
n
ct
n
cn;q
+∑∞n=0
En;qt
n
cn;q
. Thus, (Eq+ 1)
n
c +En;q = 2δ0,n, which is a
generalization of a well-known identity for the classical case. From (4.1)-(4.2), we get
∞
∑
n=0
En;q(x)
tn
cn;q
=
2
eq(t)+ 1
· eq(xt) =
∞
∑
n=0
En;q
tn
cn;q
·
∞
∑
k=0
xktk
ck;q
=
∞
∑
n=0
n
∑
k=0
cn;q
ck;qcn−k;q
En−k;qx
k t
n
cn;q
,
which leads to the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. For all n ∈ N, the degenerated Euler polynomials En;q(x) defined by (4.1) satisfy
En;q(x) =
n
∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
c;q
En−k;qx
k.
Moreover, for all n≥ 0 and x ∈ C, En;q(x) = (Eq+ x)
n
c and En;q(1)+En;q = 2δ0,n.
From the Theorem 2.2, by assuming y = 1, we obtain eq(t)En;q(x) = ∑
n
k=0
cn;q
ck;qcn−k;q
Ek;q(x). Applying
this identity to (4.3) leads to the next result.
Proposition 4.2. For all integer n≥ 0, it holds that
xn =
1
2
n
∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
c;q
Ek;q(x)+
1
2
En;q(x).
Moreover, for all n≥ 0, [xn]En;q(x) = 1.
By substituting x= 0 into the statement of the Proposition (4.2) and rearranging the terms, we obtain the
following result.
Corollary 4.3. For all integer n≥ 1, it holds that −2En;q = ∑
n−1
k=0
(
n
k
)
c;q
Ek;q.
5. GENOCCHI POLYNOMIALS
Let us define degenerate Genocchi polynomials Gn;q(x) and numbers Gn;q as
2t
eq(t)+ 1
eq(xt) =
∞
∑
n=0
Gn;q(x)
tn
cn;q
,(5.1)
2t
eq(t)+ 1
=
∞
∑
n=0
Gn;q
tn
cn;q
.(5.2)
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The first few values of degenerate Genocchi polynomials and numbers are listed in Table 3. It is easy to see
n Gn;q(x) Gn;q
0 0 0
1 1 1
2 2x−1
q
− 1
q
3
6qx2−6x−3q+3
2q(2q−1)
3−3q
2q(2q−1)
4
(8q2−4q)x3−6qx2+(6−6q)x−(4q2−8q+3)
q(2q−1)(3q−2) −
4q2−8q+3
q(2q−1)(3q−2)
TABLE 3. Degenerate Genocchi polynomials and numbers.
that Gn;q(x) ∼
(
eq(t)+1
2t
, t
)
. Moreover, by comparing (4.1) with (5.1), one can immediately conclude that
deg(Gn;q(x)) = n− 1. Therefore, by (2.8), we obtain
tGn;q(x) =
cn;q
cn−1;q
Gn−1;q(x) and D
k
cq;x
Gn;q(x) =
cn;q
cn−k;q
Gn−k;q(x).
From (2.9), we have
2t
eq(t)+ 1
xk = Gk;q(x) or x
k =
eq(t)+ 1
2t
Gk;q(x).(5.3)
Let us denote by Gq the umbra of the Genocchi numbers sequence, that is,
2t
eq(t)+ 1
= eq(Gqt) =⇒ 2t = eq(Gqt)eq(t)+ eq(Gqt).
By applying (2.3), we get that 2t = ∑∞n=0
(Gq+1)
n
ct
n
cn;q
+∑∞n=0
Gn;qt
n
cn;q
. So, (Gq+ 1)
n
c +Gn;q = 2δ1,n, which is a
generalization of a well-known identity for the classical case.
From the definitions of degenerate Genocchi numbers and polynomials (5.1)-(5.2), we obtain
∞
∑
n=0
Gn;q(x)
tn
cn;q
=
2t
eq(t)+ 1
· eq(xt) =
∞
∑
n=0
Gn;q
tn
cn;q
·
∞
∑
k=0
xktk
ck;q
=
∞
∑
n=0
n
∑
k=0
cn;q
ck;qcn−k;q
Gn−k;qx
k t
n
cn;q
,
and we can state the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1. For all n ∈ N, the degenerated Genocchi polynomials Gn;q(x) defined by (5.1) satisfy
Gn;q(x) = ∑
n
k=0
(
n
k
)
c;q
Gn−k;qx
k. Moreover, for all n ∈N and x ∈C, Gn;q(x) = (Gq+x)
n
c and Gn;q(1)+Gn;q =
2δ1,n.
From the Theorem 2.2 with y= 1, we obtain eq(t)Gn;q(x) =∑
n
k=0
cn;q
ck;qcn−k;q
Gk;q(x). Applying this identity
to the equation (5.3) leads to the next result.
Proposition 5.2. For all integer n≥ 0, it holds that
xn =
1
2
cn;q
cn+1;q
n+1
∑
k=0
(
n+ 1
k
)
c;q
Gk;q(x)+
1
2
cn;q
cn+1;q
Gn+1;q(x).
Moreover, for all n≥ 0, [xn]Gn+1;q(x) =
cn+1;q
cn;q
.
By substituting x = 0 into the statement of the Proposition (4.2) and rearranging the terms, we have the
following corollary.
Corollary 5.3. For all integer n≥ 1, it holds that −2Gn+1;q = ∑
n
k=0
(
n+1
k
)
c;q
Gk;q.
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6. CONNECTIONS BETWEEN POLYNOMIALS
We already have shown a connection between monomials p(x) = xn and degenerated Bernoulli Bn;q(x),
degenerated Euler En;q(x), and degenerated Genocchi Gn;q(x) polynomials. Let us assume now that a
polynomial p(x) ∈ P of degree n can be expressed as a linear combination of the deformed Bernoulli
polynomials p(x) = ∑nk=0 bkBk;q(x). Therefore, by Theorem 2.2(i), we obtain
n
∑
k=0
bkBk;q(x) =
n
∑
k=0
〈
eq(t)−1
t
· tk
∣∣∣p(x)〉
ck;q
Bk;q(x),
where
bk =
1
ck;q
〈
eq(t)− 1
t
· tk
∣∣∣p(x)〉= 1
ck;q
〈
eq(t)− 1
t
·
∣∣∣tkp(x)〉
=
1
ck;q
〈
eq(t)− 1
t
·
∣∣∣Dkcq;xp(x)〉= 1ck;q
∫ 1
0
Dkcq;xp(x)dcqx.
Thus, we can state the following statement.
Proposition 6.1. For any polynomial p(x) ∈ P of degree n, there exist constants b0,b1, . . . ,bn such that
p(x) = ∑nk=0 bkBk;q(x), where bk =
1
ck;q
∫ 1
0 D
k
cq;x
p(x)dcqx.
Theorem 6.2. Let us define
(
n+1
k,m,n−k−m+1
)
c;q
=
cn+1;q
ck;qcm;qcn−k+1−m;q
. Then, for all integer n≥ 0,
En;q(x) =
cn;q
cn+1;q
n
∑
k=0
n−k
∑
m=0
(
n+ 1
k,m,n− k−m+ 1
)
c;q
Em;qBk;q(x),
or
En;q(x) =−2
cn;q
cn+1;q
n
∑
k=0
(
n+ 1
k
)
c;q
En−k+1;qBk;q(x).
Proof. Let us assume that En;q(x) = ∑
n
k=0 bkBk;q(x). Therefore, by Proposition (6.1), we have
bk =
1
ck;q
∫ 1
0
Dkcq;xEn;q(x)dcqx=
1
ck;q
∫ 1
0
cn;q
cn−k;q
En−k;q(x)dcqx
=
cn;q
ck;qcn−k;q
·
cn−k;q
cn−k+1;q
En−k+1;q(x)
∣∣∣1
0
=
cn;q
ck;qcn−k+1;q
(
En−k+1;q(1)−En−k+1;q
)
.
In accordance with Proposition (6.1) for x= 1, we obtain
bk =
cn;q
ck;qcn−k+1;q
(
n−k+1
∑
m=0
cn−k+1;q
cm;qcn−k+1−m;q
Em;q−En−k+1;q
)
=
cn;q
ck;qcn−k+1;q
n−k
∑
m=0
cn−k+1;q
cm;qcn−k+1−m;q
Em;q =
n−k
∑
m=0
cn;q
ck;qcm;qcn−k+1−m;q
Em;q
=
cn;q
cn+1;q
n−k
∑
m=0
cn+1;q
ck;qcm;qcn−k+1−m;q
Em;q.
On the other side, by Proposition 6.1, we have
bk =
cn;q
ck;qcn−k+1;q
(
2δ0,n−k+1− 2En−k+1;q
)
.
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Therefore,
En;q(x) = 2
cn;q
cn+1;q
n
∑
k=0
(
n+ 1
k
)
c;q
(
δ0,n−k+1−En−k+1;q
)
Bk;q(x)
=−2
cn;q
cn+1;q
n
∑
k=0
(
n+ 1
k
)
c;q
En−k+1;qBk;q(x),
which completes the proof. 
Theorem 6.3. For all integer n≥ 1,
Gn;q(x) =−2
cn;q
cn+1;q
n−1
∑
k=0
(
n+ 1
k
)
c;q
Gn−k+1;qBk;q(x),
or
Gn;q(x) =
cn;q
cn+1;q
n
∑
k=0
n−k
∑
m=0
(
n+ 1
k,m,n+ 1− k−m
)
c;q
Gm;qBk;q(x).
Proof. Let us assume that Gn;q(x) = ∑
n
k=0 bkBk;q(x). Therefore, by Proposition (6.1), we have
bk =
1
ck;q
∫ 1
0
Dkcq;xGn;q(x)dcqx=
1
ck;q
∫ 1
0
cn;q
cn−k;q
Gn−k;q(x)dcqx
=
cn;q
ck;qcn−k;q
·
cn−k;q
cn−k+1;q
Gn−k+1;q(x)
∣∣∣1
0
=
cn;q
ck;qcn−k+1;q
(
Gn−k+1;q(1)−Gn−k+1;q
)
.
By Proposition 6.1, we obtain bk =
cn;q
ck;qcn−k+1;q
(
2δ1,n−k+1− 2Gn−k+1;q
)
. Therefore
Gn;q(x) = 2
cn;q
cn+1;q
n
∑
k=0
(
n+ 1
k
)
c;q
(
δ1,n−k+1−Gn−k+1;q
)
Bk;q(x)
= 2Bn;q(x)− 2
cn;q
cn+1;q
n
∑
k=0
(
n+ 1
k
)
c;q
Gn−k+1;qBk;q(x),
and, by the fact that G1;q = 1, we obtain the first statement of the theorem. From another side, by Proposi-
tion (5.1) with x= 1, we obtain
bk =
cn;q
ck;qcn−k+1;q
(
G;q(n− k+ 1)1−Gn−k+1;q
)
=
cn;q
ck;qcn−k+1;q
(
n−k+1
∑
m=0
(
n− k+ 1
n+ 1− k−m
)
c;q
Gm;q−Gn−k+1;q
)
=
cn;q
ck;qcn−k+1;q
n−k
∑
m=0
cn−k+1;q
cm;qcn−k+1−m;q
Gm;q
=
cn;q
cn+1;q
n−k
∑
m=0
cn+1;q
ck;qcm;qcn−k+1−m;q
Gm;q
=
cn;q
cn+1;q
n−k
∑
m=0
(
n+ 1
k,m,n+ 1− k−m
)
c;q
Gm;q,
which completes the proof of the second statement of the theorem. 
Proposition 6.4. For any polynomial p(x) ∈ P of degree n, there exist constants b0,b1, . . . ,bn such that
p(x) = ∑nk=0 bkEk;q(x), where bk =
1
ck;q
(Dkcq;xp)(1)−(D
k
cq;x
p)(0)
2
.
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Proof. Theorem (2.2)(i) gives
p(x) =
n
∑
k=0
bkEk;q(x) =
n
∑
k=0
〈
eq(t)+1
2
tk
∣∣∣p(x)〉
ck;q
Ek;q(x).
Therefore
bk =
1
ck;q
〈
eq(t)+ 1
2
tk
∣∣∣p(x)〉= 1
ck;q
〈
eq(t)+ 1
2
∣∣∣tkp(x)〉
=
1
ck;q
〈
eq(t)+ 1
2
∣∣∣Dkcq;xp(x)〉= 1ck;q (D
k
cq;x
p)(1)+ (Dkcq;xp)(0)
2
,
a required. 
Theorem 6.5. For all integer n≥ 1,
Bn;q(x) =
n
∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
c;q
Bn−k;qEk;q(x)+
cn;q
cn−1;q
En−1;q(x).
Proof. Let us assume that Bn;q(x) = ∑
n
k=0 bkEk;q(x). Therefore, by Proposition (6.1), we have
bk =
(Dkcq;xBn;q(x))(1)+ (D
k
cq;x
Bn;q(x))(0)
2ck;q
=
1
2ck;q
(
cn;q
cn−k;q
Bn−k;q(1)+
cn;q
cn−k;q
Bn−k;q
)
.
So by Proposition 3.1, we obtain
bk =
1
2
(
n
k
)
c;q
(Bn−k;q+ δ1,n−k+Bn−k;q) =
1
2
(
n
k
)
c;q
(
2Bn−k;q+ δ1,n−k
)
.
Therefore, we get
Bn;q(x) =
n
∑
k=0
1
2
(
n
k
)
c;q
(
2Bn−k;q+ δ1,n−k
)
Ek;q(x)
=
n
∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
c;q
Bn−k;qEk;q(x)+
cn;q
cn−1;q
En−1;q(x),
which completes the proof. 
7. CONCLUSION
We defined and studied new analogs of the Bernoulli, Euler, and Genocchi polynomials and numbers.
Classical identities for them including the Euler identity for Bernoulli numbers were extended. Moreover,
we established connections between these polynomials and proved the formulae which enable to expand
other Sheffer-type polynomials in terms of degenerate Bernoulli, degenerate Euler, or degenerate Genocchi
polynomials defined in this work.
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